
Rock Cycle Journey Comic Strip 

_____/60 All 10 steps of the journey are 

displayed correctly 

           -Type of rock is identified correctly 

           -Order of steps is accurate 

_____/20 All pictures represent the actions in 

the Journey 

_____/10 Pictures are neat and colorful 

_____/10 The Comic is creative and follows a 

story line. 

 

_____/100 TOTAL  
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Rock Cycle Journey Short Story 

_____/60 All 10 steps of the Rock Cycle Journey 

are covered 

           -Type of rock is identified correctly 

           - Order of steps is accurate  

_____/20 The story is creatively written and 

includes characters and a plot. 

_____/10 The story is neatly written or typed 

_____/10 The story is free of grammatical and 

spelling errors 
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